
BLOG POSTS

THAT DRIVE

TRAFFIC

10 Ways to Boost
Your Blogging



Marketers who prioritize

blogging efforts are 13x

more likely to see positive

ROI. (HubSpot, 2019) 

Over ¾ of internet users say

they read blogs regularly.

(Quoracreative, 2019)



Follow your competitors (successful ones!)
Research customer questions & feedback
Research internet forums & reviews
Use a topic suggestion tool such as Hubspot
or Ubersuggest

GENERATE GOOD IDEAS1.





Appealing but not spammy!
Use your primary keyword
Polarising titles are most effective
"The ideal blog post title length is 60
characters. Headlines between 8 and 12
words are shared most often on Twitter"
(Hubspot)

2. GET THE TITLE RIGHT







Create skimmable content - 43%
of internet users admit to
skimming content
Create long-form content (3000+)
Longer content has more SEO
juice, is more authoritative, and
gets shared more
Know your audience

3. GET THE LENGTH RIGHT





Keyword in headline & meta
description - no stuffing!
Use H1 & H2 tags - try to include
keyword
Use image tags
Use a platform with an SEO
optimisation tool

4. SEO





Blogs with giveaways attract more
traffic & are stickier
Giveaways are a good way to
encourage signups
Make sure your freebie is
genuinely free, not paid or
freemium

5. FREEBIES





Evergreen posts can attract traffic
for years
Blog about basic industry principles
rather than passing trends
Repurpose so it stays relevant
Don't ONLY create evergreen
content

6. CREATE EVERGREEN POSTS





Think about specific searches that are
more likely to convert
For visitors who are generally already
in your sales funnel
Address very specific needs or
problems
Better chance of high SERP ranking

7. LONG-TAIL KEYWORDS





Posts with images attract 94% more
traffic than those without
Images break up text & make posts
easier to read
Images aid comprehension
Think stock photos, graphs,
infographics

8. USE VISUALS



Research influential blogs on your topic -
look at both SERP and social rank
Write for them/get them to write for you
Use very specific long-tail keywords
Share backlinks

9. GUEST BLOGGING





Choose your top-performing posts
Update facts, stats, links
Spring clean post SEO
Link to newer content
Periodically refresh blog titles
Turn blog posts into videos, ebooks,
podcasts, webinars, infographics etc
Use old content to generate NEW traffic

10. OPTIMISE/REPURPOSE OLD BLOGS







QUESTIONS?



trginternational.com/digital-advisory/digital-marketing/

timmyruss@trginternational.com

THANK YOU FOR JOINING!


